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the bishops are primarily the Church, but the believers who are particularly led by GOD  or should be led  by bishops and priests.

Holy Confession
Through holy Confession you are completely renewed. If someone
has, for example, grave sins and simply says: I do not need Confession, all I do is arouse contrition and sorrow, because perhaps he
has a different religion, GOD will surely accept this and the sins are
blotted out, but it leaves a scar. However, if you use the Confessional,
there will be no scar. Indeed, the SAVIOUR Himself instituted the
Sacrament of Confession by breathing on His Apostles and speaking:
Receive the HOLY SPIRIT! Whose sins you shall forgive, they are
forgiven them; whose sins you shall retain, they are retained! (John
20,22f)

After Confession you are as pure as you were as a child after Baptism, provided you are honest and say: I do not want to sin any more!
Amen!

Excerpt from the sermon of 23 Ocktober 2016

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Era of the HOLY SPIRIT
The HOLY SPIRIT Renews
My beloved! Many forget the HOLY SPIRIT. He wants to work and
the era of the HOLY SPIRIT should be about to begin now. It depends on mankind, not on GOD, whether or not there will be a
terrible time first. I prayed to GOD: Should this terrible time come,
then let me be with the people here.
People forget who the HOLY SPIRIT is! Even as a little child I was
annoyed  certainly from that moment on, when the SAVIOUR
began speaking with me  when I heard people say: In the Name
of the FATHER, of the SON, and just like a run-on and in a halfswallowed voice: of the HOLY SPIRIT. Amen! It always grieved
me so much. I promised Him: If one day I have a say in the matter, I will bring You up front again. There is no one who can give
such love as the HOLY SPIRIT can. After all, He is the SPIRIT of the
FATHER and the SON, but He is so powerful that He Himself is a
Person. If someone wants to grasp that and believes that he has
understood, he has not understood; because on earth we have a
restricted mental grasp.
Yes, once you have been up Above, you will see how limited we
actually are here on earth. And yet, that has its charm because
here we can love GOD voluntarily. Above you no longer have a
choice, you have to love Him; here you are allowed to love Him.
And that earns you many graces.
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GOD is Fatherly and Motherly
Today there are certain women who complain that GOD is a male
principle. Perhaps we men are to blame with our behaviour or with
something else, but in that case I can tell you: it does not apply at all.
GOD spoke: Let Us make man in Our image and likeness! GOD
is neither man nor woman, but He is fatherly and motherly. Long ago,
He made this first human being fatherly and motherly. To put it quite
clearly: without private parts. Then GOD took away the motherly part
from the first human being. Now the fatherly part was separate and
the motherly part separate. By doing so, He gave man an incredible
present: He gave them the opportunity to cooperate at the Creation
of man  which so far only GOD could do. He gave them  let me
put it like this because children are present  the organs needed for
the purpose. And now you could say: man and woman. You are a
whole man only when you are fatherly as well. You are a whole woman only when you are motherly as well.

Acting Contrary to the HOLY SPIRIT
The HOLY SPIRIT will never ask the Pope: Am I allowed to do this?
He will not ask anyone at all whether He may do that, but the HOLY
SPIRIT blows where He wills, how He wills, when He wills, for He is
GOD! What does it mean when it says
Matt. 12,32: Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man
will be forgiven; but anyone who speaks against the Holy Spirit will
not be forgiven ?
What is meant by it is that those who recognise the truth in religion,
in the faith, and do not want to accept it, are contrary to the HOLY
SPIRIT, and, therefore, will seldom allow themselves to be converted.
They are usually those who have heads of concrete. With such people a proper ray of grace coming from Above is really necessary. That
is what we pray for, after all. But it is the free will of man. It needs
much love of neighbour. I feel most deeply sorry for these people. I
would like to give them this happiness that you have with GOD; but

no, they do not want it. A parable: at the market is a stand offering
the best spring water. At the other stand there is only stale, soiled
water available, but it is greatly set up with a lot of hustle and bustle.
So the people just go there and fetch the tasteless water instead of
going to the one who possesses the pure spring water.

The HOLY SPIRIT Gives Something New to the Bible
Many do not get beyond the words of the Bible because they only
take them in with human reason and not with their heart. Why on
earth is there an Old and a New Testament? CHRIST strictly observed
and fulfilled the laws of the Old Covenant. CHRIST is GOD! GOD
may indeed act as He sees fit, not as we think, right? After all, He said
to the Apostles: Oh, there is so much more I want to tell you but you
cannot yet grasp and understand or bear it. (cf. John 16,12)
So new things were added. Or do you believe that the New Testament
contains everything the SAVIOUR taught in those three years in which
He was together with the Apostles? Should it have only been that little bit that you read in Holy Scripture? No, He spoke so much more
and much was lost. Today I tend to say: Thank GOD, otherwise people would have corrupted, rewritten that, too. The HOLY SPIRIT has
not gone off to slumber. He always works and still does and renews.
But one thing is certain: The HOLY SPIRIT never does patchwork! What
did He tell me? You shall pull down and build up anew! For the
SPIRIT of GOD makes no repairs, but He makes everything completely new.

The True Religion
Today there is such a hotchpotch of churches. The one calls itself
church, the other calls itself church. Then we have a zillion religions.
Actually, there is only one true religion and one Church: the one that
JESUS CHRIST founded on the Cross. And He gave His twelve Apostles the power to spread throughout the world this Church, which
emerged on the Cross from His opened Heart. Neither the Pope not

